As is well known, a first comprehensive study of the subject was made as early as 1937 by W. J. Fischell).
It is, however, a telling testimony to the newly aroused vivid interest in the economic development of the 2) Dr. Sobhy Labib, "Al-tijara al-Kdrimiya wa-tijarat Misr fi J'u%3r alwustd", Majallat al-jamllya al-Misriya lil-dirasat al-ta'rihiya, Cairo Gaston Wiet, "Les marchands d'epices sous les sultans mamlouks", Cahiers d'Histoire ?gyptienne, Cairo E. Ashtor, "The Karimi Merchants", Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society April I 9j 6.
It is also very significant that these three studies have been made independently of each other. Wiet, p. 147, remarks that his manuscript was already in the press, when Labib's article reached him. However, even before Wiet's study was out, Ashtor had sent in his to the JRAS. 2) A report about these papers and their proposed edition is contained in my article "From the Mediterranean to India: Documents on the Trade to India, South Arabia and East Africa from the Eleventh and Twelfth century", Speculum, Cambridge, Mass. XXIX, 2, April 1 9 j 4. However, meanwhile the number of documents collected on the subject has raised from 130 (cf. ib. p. 184) to z 3 3 , of which about igo have direct bearing on it, while the rest contains details about the activities of India traders in Spain or North Africa etc.
I am also glad to announce that the documents belonging to the Kaufmann Collection of the Hungarian Academy, which, at the writing of that article, were believed to be lost (ib., p. 1 8 j , note), meanwhile have been found and put at my disposal by the courtesy of the Academy authorities.
3) A most characteristic aspect of mediaeval sea traffic, emanating from the Geniza papers, is the rule that ships had their fixed route connecting two, or at most three, ports. Thus a ship, coming from Aden, would not call, after having crossed the ocean, at the different ports on the west coast of India -the documents mention 16 -, but only at one or two. In the paper mentioned in the previous annotation, p. 193, note 22, a technical reason was adduced for this usage. Another factor no doubt was the endeavour to avoid the exorbitant port duties. In addition, I wonder whether in mediaeval, like in our own times, ships had not to get special permits for loading or unlaoding goods in a harbour.
